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In Memoriam 

Cathy Richmond 1949 –

2006, (Drawing & Painting,

1996) Cathy was an

immensely talented artist and

tutor, whose enthusiasm and

energy for life knew no bounds.

She fought a long and

courageous battle with cancer

and will be sorely missed by

those who were lucky enough

to know her.

Dan Hampshire 1979 – 2005

(Product Design Engineering,

2002) Dan sadly lost his battle

with Motor Neurone Disease in

November. Dan was a very well

liked and respected individual

who contributed much to his

year group and to the course.

In 2002, Dan was awarded the

PDE Industrial Liaison Board’s

Student Industry Award for a

digital camera printer system,

completed in collaboration

with Polaroid, with whom he

secured employment following

his graduation. His funeral was

held in Leeds and a service of

thanksgiving for his life was

subsequently held in Glasgow.

Dr William Leggat Smith

1918 – 2006

Former Chairman of the Board

of Governors, who died on 30

March 2006 in the Marie Curie

Hospice, Glasgow.

Janet Donnachie 

1967 – 2006

(Art & Design, 1987)

Janet passed away peacefully,

after a lengthy illness, in the

Western Infirmary Renal Unit

on Thursday 27 April at

2.30am.

Norma Hansell

1948 – 2005

(DA Graphic Art, 1970) 

Ian Hamilton Finlay 

1925 – 2006 

Born in the Bahamas, the son

of a bootlegger, Ian Hamilton

Finlay moved to Scotland as 

a child and later spent a year 

at the GSA before being

drafted into the army. After a

spell as a shepherd in Orkney,

he moved to Stonypath at the

southern edge of the Pentlands

in South Lanarkshire in 1966

and began carving out a garden

that blended landscape and

sculpture. He named the

garden Little Sparta.

Stonypath was recently voted

the greatest Scottish artwork 

of all time and it remained

Finlay's home until his death.
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WELCOME

Welcome to Issue 8 of Flow.

It has been a pretty successful six months for the School since 
our last issue. In December, Simon Starling (1992 graduate of the
GSA’s Master of Fine Art programme) won the prestigious 2005
Turner Prize, widely recognised as one of the most important
awards for the visual arts in Europe, beating off stiff competition
from some of Britain’s foremost artists – including our own Jim
Lambie (Environmental Art, 1994). Congratulations to Simon.

Meanwhile, in March, Sharon Colman (Visual Communication,
2000) attended the Oscar ceremony in Los Angeles, where she
was nominated for an Oscar in the Best Short Animated Film

category for Badgered, which she made while studying at the National Film and Television
School. Sharon didn’t win on the night but she truly deserves the plaudits she has
received since the film’s premiere at the Cannes Film Festival last year.

The School itself has been hard at work preparing a Business Case for its proposed 
re-development of the Garnethill Campus and, in the main article on page 8, you can 
read about our hopes of achieving a 21st century campus worthy of the GSA’s reputation.

Friends of Glasgow School of Art are continuing their valuable support of the School
by holding an auction of work from their collection to raise money for scholarships and
travel bursaries. The auction, run in conjunction with Lyon & Turnbull Auctioneers, will
take place in November and you can read more about it on page 7.

In the meantime, we hope to see you at this year’s Degree Show which will be open
to the public from 17 – 24 June. Go to www.gsa.ac.uk/degreeshow for more information.

Professor Seona Reid
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The GSA makes a huge contribution to the 
cultural, social and economic life of Scotland 
and its national and international reputation.
The GSA contributes culturally:
> By helping to transform Glasgow from a grim 

post-industrial city to a vibrant cultural capital.

> By establishing the reputation of Glasgow,

and Scotland in general, as a worldwide centre 

for the visual arts.

The GSA contributes socially:
> By making sure that the GSA buildings,

collections, Summer Schools, exhibitions and 

classes are not only available to students 

and staff – but are also accessible to the 

public as a whole.

> By encouraging students and staff to 

interact and work with the local community.

> By educating generations of people to 

understand and appreciate arts and culture.

The GSA contributes economically:
> By helping to fuel the creative industries 

in Scotland through its graduates and through 

its research and innovation.

> By developing graduates with highly refined 

creative skills and abilities. GSA graduates don’t 

only become artists, designers and architects.

They also become successful business professionals,

community leaders, civil servants,

teachers and government ministers.
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MAKING WAVES

THE GSA ACTS AS A SEEDBED FOR ARTISTS, DESIGNERS AND ARCHITECTS WHO 
WILL SHAPE THE SCOTLAND, AND THE WORLD, OF TOMORROW. WE TALK TO 
JUST A FEW OF THEM:

Making waves 

1 Detail from the inner facade 
of the central courtyard of the 
Ex-Convent of San Jose.
State Office of Historic 
Monuments and Sights of 
the State of Campeche

2 José Luis Llovera Abreu

Name: José Luis Llovera Abreu
Degree: Master in Architecture (Conservation),

2000
Current role: Head of Works, Department of 

Monuments and Sites, Government  
of the State of Campeche, México

How did studying at the GSA help you in your 
current role?
To have studied in a city such as Glasgow, which has
significant differences to my native town, helped me to
compare the advantages and disadvantages of both ancient
and historic cities. In Glasgow, very important restoration
and conservation work on many historic buildings has
dramatically transformed the face of the city and
undoubtedly helped to attract investors and tourists. In my
city, Campeche – named by UNESCO as a World Heritage
Site – we have been trying a similar strategy. So, being a
former student at the School of Architecture in Glasgow
helped me establish several specific and objective
comparisons between both places.

If you have such a thing as a typical day – what is it?
A typical day for me starts with my visits to the sites at
9am and the checking of all restoration works. I arrive in
the office at around 11 or 12pm. There, I check my emails
from the contractors, do some paperwork and get out of
the office for lunch at 3pm. I come back to the office at
6:30pm and work at the computer on all my outstanding
project work before planning for the next day until 9pm.

What’s your favourite memory of the School?
My favourite memory of the School is the universal
criterion of the institution and to have known, and lived
with, so many professionals from all over the world.

What contribution do you think the GSA has made 
to Glasgow, the nation and beyond?
Glasgow is still exporting talent throughout the world.
The spirits of artists and designers such as Charles Rennie
Mackintosh and Alexander Thomson have revitalised the
new generations of artists and creators, showing the world
their work and giving us their immortal artistic legacy.

1
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Name: Adonis Kotzias
Degree: MPhil in 2D/3D Motion Graphics, 2000
Current role: Senior Shader/Texture artist 

at Animal Logic, Sydney, Australia

How did studying at the GSA help you in your 
current role?
It gave me a better understanding of art, but not just
because of the courses. The fact that many artists are
attracted to the GSA from different parts of the world
makes the School a cradle for various cultures, all
desperate to materialise through art. That has led me 
to be more receptive to new ideas and much more able 
to relate to, and respect, other artists.

If you have such a thing as a typical day – what is it?
Depending on the film and my level of responsibility this
could vary greatly. Generally I have a daily meeting or
review with the Art Director and Production Manager,
where we discuss progress, limitations and direction of
styling. After this, having identified what needs to be
done, I will go and address those issues. Depending on the
project, I will either model, light, texture or direct a team 
based on the Art Director’s wishes.

What’s your favourite memory of the School?
When I first walked into the House For an Art Lover.
I felt overwhelmed by the place.

What contribution do you think the GSA has made 
to Glasgow, the nation and beyond?
First of all, the constant flow of talent that the GSA gathers
in Glasgow. All these people influence the lifestyle of the
city in a profound way. Even if people are not interested in
art they are affected positively. The GSA has a cult status
where I come from. Since I graduated, I have worked in
London, Sydney and Athens and, whenever I mention The
Glasgow School of Art, I get very impressed reactions from
people, regardless of their nationality or status. Glasgow is
famous in the art world because of The Glasgow School of
Art – that’s not a bad thing to be famous for.

Name: Barbara Breitenfellner
Degree: Master of Fine Art, 1998
Current role: Artist, Berlin

How did studying at the GSA help you in your 
current role?
Glasgow and its art school provided a vibrant centre of
intense thoughts, exchange and energy. The influx of
relatively young teachers to the GSA (like Ross Sinclair,
Douglas Gordon and Richard Wright), together with the
School’s international flavour, created an atmosphere 
which encouraged experiments and independence. The
broad range of views was, for me, an important change
after having spent previous years in the German academic
system, where students work closely with one teacher for a
long period of time. Glasgow helped me evolve my work on
solid structures. I started to occupy space and developed
the work that still concerns me: the creation of disquieting
hermetic settings.

If you have such a thing as a typical day – what is it?
A typical day consists of preparing installations 
(e.g. model making and accumulating material) or
constructing the work in a given space. Occasionally, I
spend days working on (silkscreen) prints consisting of
magazine pages overlaid with found images. Other days
might consist of having to complete awful money-jobs,
good and bad movies or fastidious literature.

3 Ω, Kunstraum Kreuzberg/
Bethanien, Berlin 2004.
Barbara Breitenfellner

4 Barbara Breitenfellner 
Barbara Dietl

5 Adonis Kotzias
6 Still from TV advert art directed/

directed by Adonis Kotzias.

“GLASGOW AND ITS ART SCHOOL PROVIDED A VIBRANT
CENTRE OF INTENSE THOUGHTS, EXCHANGE AND ENERGY.”

What’s your favourite memory of the School?
Once, Roger Palmer, who was organising the Friday
Lecture, invited a magician to do conjuring tricks at the
marvellous Glasgow Film Theatre. The illusionist made me
realise what I do is also about entertaining an audience by
showing something impossible and extraordinary. But it
showed too that, in any theatrical spectacle, the illusion a
performer creates, even if he seems to have magic powers,
is produced entirely by natural means. Does the art world,
which sometimes appears as a mere phantom of the real
world, not consist of illusionists who are simultaneously
completely ordinary and yet highly aware of creating
magic numbers? 

What contribution do you think the GSA has made 
to Glasgow, the nation and beyond?
After graduating from the GSA and living for many years 
in Glasgow and London, I finally moved to Berlin. Here, the
GSA and the city of Glasgow are considered as exceptional
places of both quality and pleasure. Both the city and the
School prove that enjoyable and sometimes more
interesting possibilities exist, outside those pretentious 
and exhausting capitals.
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What’s your favourite memory of the School?
Rabbit stew in the refectory on Tuesdays.

What contribution do you think the GSA has made 
to Glasgow, the nation and beyond?
I was fortunate enough to be taught by some great
teachers during my time at the GSA, especially the
wonderful Willy Bone, who placed my sketch books in his
‘good pile’ and encouraged my ‘virile drawing’. With its
alternating confidence and confusion, a student’s study
years are a time of great imagination and realisation. Good
teaching unlocks that latent potential, frees an artist from
any constraints and encourages personal development. Over
the years, it is these beliefs which have underpinned the
work of the GSA, giving artists the confidence to explore
themselves out there in the wider world, and that work
continues today.

Name: June Crisfield Chapman
Degree: Graphic Design, 1956
Current role: Portrait painter/wood engraver, England

How did studying at the GSA help you in your 
current role?
I owe my love of line and dramatic areas of darkness and
light to both Lennox Paterson and my passion for wood
engraving. Despite being known to a modest degree as a
portrait painter, whose work Willie Armour praised when 
I was in my second year, I can’t say I had any tuition in
painting. Although I now live near London, I always love
returning to Glasgow and was involved in providing a
number of theatre-based gouache works for the 1990 
City of Culture celebrations. However, having graduated in
1956, I wish studying at the GSA had prepared me more
for business and taught me more about costing. Without
losing originality and craftsmanship, I hope students now
acquire more knowledge of art’s mundane side.

If you have such a thing as a typical day – what is it?
I’d like to know that myself! I’m a wife who does the
cooking etc, but if I can’t get oil paint or printing ink
under my fingernails regularly I become very fidgety.
Living in Essex, my husband and I enjoy the benefits of
being close to the London scene while still able to step
outside into open countryside. Although I enjoy painting
landscapes my real love is for painting people. When I
can’t do either, I write a bit, sometimes poetry, but never
the ‘Robins on twigs’ kind.

Name: Kirsty Murray
Degree: BA (Hons) Printed and Knitted Textiles,

2001
Current role: Colour and Trim designer, Hyundai 

Motor Europe, Frankfurt, Germany

How did studying at the GSA help you in your 
current role?
The Glasgow School of Art provided the opportunity 
and encouragement to engage in a variety of design and
fine art disciplines promoting personal and creative
engagement, both within and outwith the confines of
textile design. I was also exposed to a wide range of
industrial and commercial experience through placements,
projects and competitions, one of which resulted in my
winning design leading to a period of time working at
Reebok Material Development Centre in Boston USA. This
experience helped to focus my interest in both product
and three-dimensional design and ultimately guided me
to my chosen career.

If you have such a thing as a typical day – what is it?
Battling the German drivers on the autobahn, scratching
my head, researching colour trends, creating theme/mood
boards, meeting with material suppliers and working with
the interior/exterior designers to develop the proportion
and application of colour and materials.

What’s your favourite memory of the School?
Square sausage in a roll from the refectory! Working in the
print room late at night with an entire table primed with 
a fresh white length of cotton organdie. The print room
was a sanctuary – heaven on earth!

What contribution do you think the GSA has made 
to Glasgow, the nation and beyond?
Its reputation as a centre for creativity and excellence draws
people on an international level to Glasgow to study and
work there, adding to both the School and Glasgow's global
recognition as key players in the art and design worlds.

MAKING WAVES

7 Bantam Cockerel,
wood engraving,
June Crisfield Chapman

8 June Crisfield Chapman
9 Kirsty Murray 

10 Hyundai colour and trim
materials research board,
Kirsty Murray, 2006.

“WITH ITS ALTERNATING CONFIDENCE AND CONFUSION,
A STUDENT’S STUDY YEARS ARE A TIME OF GREAT
IMAGINATION AND REALISATION. GOOD TEACHING
UNLOCKS THAT LATENT POTENTIAL”

8 9



Neil Dallas Brown Trust 
At the end of 2005, the GSA was approached by the Neil Dallas Brown Trust to see whether it would be interested in
acquiring a selection of Neil’s paintings for the School’s permanent collection. Neil taught in the Painting Department
from 1977 until his retirement in 1999, but tragically died in 2003. 12 of Neil's paintings were identified for the GSA and
presented to the School in March. The earliest works include examples of the influential Shroud Paintings or Ulster Series,
while one or two later works show an altogether more abstract approach.

Thanks are due to the Neil Dallas Brown Trust (particularly to John di Folco) and Andrew Neil of Fife Council for their
support in acquiring this important gift for the School.
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Professor Tom Maver

The GSA is very happy to

welcome Professor Tom Maver,

who has been appointed an

Honorary Professor to the

Mackintosh School of

Architecture. His particular

field of expertise – the use 

of computing in architectural

design – is a topic of

considerable relevance to 

the development of research

strategy. He was previously

Head of the School of

Architecture at the University

of Strathclyde.

Janey Buchan Gifts

Thanks to the generosity of

Janey Buchan, former Member

of the European Parliament

and a long-time supporter 

of the GSA, the School’s

collection has been enhanced

with the gift of a small, but

important, body of work by

former staff and students.

Artists represented in the

Buchan donation include

Steven Campbell, George

Devlin, Jack Knox, Alec Leckie,

Bet Low, Benno Schotz and

George Wylie.

Leverhulme Trust

Scholarships 

The School is pleased to

announce that The Leverhulme

Trust have kindly agreed to

support postgraduate

scholarships in The Mackintosh

School of Architecture to the

tune of £36,000 over two

years. The scholarships will

assist UK students studying for

the degree of MArch (Taught)

and MArch (Research).

In memory of John McKay

In October, friends, family and

colleagues of the late John

McKay, Head of Information

Services at the GSA from

1997 to 2004, gathered in the

GSA library to celebrate the

unveiling of a Toby Paterson

print purchased in his

memory. This work was paid

for by generous contributions

from the School, the Scottish

Visual Arts Group and

individuals.
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1 Architecture students begin 
construction during the relief 
effort in Pakistan.
Sandy Page

2 Couture bridal wear collection.
Jane Watt

Jane Watt, Textiles

Technician, has launched her

own collection of exclusive,

one-off womenswear which

has proved to be an instant

success. She has developed

her collection to include

made-to-measure couture

evening and bridal wear. Jane

is currently working on her

new collection, due out in

September 2006, and has

received excellent press

reviews in both the Scottish

Field and Evening Times ‘Style’

magazines.

Print students claim prizes

Congratulations to two, fourth-

year Painting/Printmaking

students who won prizes for

their printed works at the

opening of the annual Royal

Society Academy Students

Exhibition. Laurie McCrone won

the Glasgow Print Studio Prize

and Michael Kent won the

Chalmers-Jervise Prize.

Textile Treasures at The

Glasgow School of Art  

Launched in the Mackintosh

Building last November, this

beautifully written and

illustrated book is a glorious

visual tour through the textile

collection held by The

Glasgow School of Art’s

Mackintosh Research Centre.

Liz Arthur is the former

curator of Dress and Textiles

for Glasgow Museums and

the Burrell Collection.

Copies of the book are

available to buy from the

Mackintosh Shop at the GSA

and readers of Flow can get 

a 20% discount until end of

July 2006.

For more information

about the Mackintosh

Research Centre’s textile

collection please contact

Susannah Waters on +44

(0)141 353 4592 or at

archives@gsa.ac.uk

Architecture students visit Pakistan 
In January, 12 volunteers from the School of Architecture set off to help build new homes for the people of earthquake-
damaged Northern Pakistan. No amount of press coverage had prepared them for the terrible destruction they witnessed
in the north west frontier situated in the foothills of the Himalayas.

Although the weather reports claimed heavy snow and severe freezing conditions, the group were more hampered by
the heavy rainfall which had turned vast areas of land into quagmires and produced large scale landslides which all but
obliterated the mountain roads. For a fortnight they struggled to erect ‘model’ dwellings – built using indigenous
materials – to replace the 400,000 homes lost in the disaster.

Come the summer, some of the group intend to return to Pakistan and continue their work.

Liz Lochhead appointed Writer-in-Residence
The Glasgow School of Art and The University of Glasgow,
with the support of the Scottish Arts Council, have
appointed Glasgow’s Poet Laureate, Liz Lochhead, to the
post of Writer-in-Residence. Liz will be working on projects
of her own during the residency, but will be available to
encourage students and staff of both institutions who
wish to consult her about their own creative work.

The Empire Exhibition
The Digital Design Studio won a prestigious research award, worth £146,963, from the Arts and Humanities Research
Council to bring to life, in an interactive multi-media presentation, The British Empire Exhibition, held in Glasgow in
1938. The exhibition was originally staged in Bellahouston Park and was the last publicly showcased event in which 
the British Empire was represented through architecture and design.

Longitudinal Graduate Destination Survey  
Those alumni who completed their studies between 1999
and 2003 may remember being asked to help with our
graduate destination survey last year. The results showed
graduates in a broad spectrum of occupations with a very
high proportion (84%) finding employment relevant to
their degree.

Key findings were as follows:
> 83% of GSA graduates are currently ‘in employment’

with 9% undertaking ‘further study, training or research’.
For those ‘in employment’, 74% are working full time
with 67% being in permanent positions.

> 66% of jobs were found in Scotland, with 91% being
located in the UK.

> The average length of time to find a suitable permanent
job was 5.4 months.

> A very high proportion of GSA graduates are self-
employed. 17% were in ‘self-employment’ or
‘professional practice’.

> Salary levels compared well with national averages.

Flow wins design award
Flow won the award for Business and Professional
Magazine Design of the Year in the 2005 Scottish
Magazine Awards. The competition, run by the Periodical
Publishers Association, pitched the School’s publication
against the Royal Bank of Scotland Magazine, Prospect
and Scottish Business Insider Magazine. The judges
commented that the magazine is consistently “beautiful
to look at, produced in an imaginative and unusual 
format and is bold and strikingly different”. The award 
was sponsored by Headley Brothers Ltd and presented 
by their Managing Director, Roger Pitt.
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FoGSA AUCTION

1

1 Self portrait, Jenny Saville, 1992.

fOgsa
auctiOn
For more than 15 years an impressive
collection of contemporary art and design
has been amassed by the Friends of GSA
(FoGSA). This eclectic mix of the visual arts
will soon be sold to raise funds for the
School. Flow finds out why…

> The Friends of Glasgow School of Art was established in 1990 to provide a base of
support for the School and its students as well as an opportunity for the School’s many
friends to become more involved in the work of the GSA and its unique Mackintosh
heritage.

Through an annual subscription, members of FoGSA have given funds for travel
bursaries, project grants and purchasing art works from student Degree Shows. Friends 
are now looking to raise more money for the School.

Indeed, such a wide and varied selection of graduate work has been amassed that 
a decision has been taken to sell much of it through a special, one-off auction. With the
support of Standard Life Bank, which gifts £1,000 annually for purchases, the collection 
has grown to the extent that display and storage has become an issue.

David Mullane, lifelong GSA admirer and FoGSA Council member, explains that the
collection has grown so large that the decision was taken last year at the FoGSA AGM to
permit its sale. “Basically, we had collected so many items that we had nowhere left that
was suitable to store or display them. Something had to be done and we decided the most
effective way to solve the problem, and help students, would be through holding an
auction,” says David.

With expert advice from FoGSA member Campbell Armour, of Lyon & Turnbull
Auctioneers, it was decided to hold an auction at the GSA on Thursday 2 November 2006,
with the auction house providing its services free of charge.

“The auction items will be available to view in the Mackintosh Gallery throughout the
week beginning Monday 30 October,” confirms David. “We hope to get a lot of interest
from the event – whether it’s eagle-eyed collectors looking for items from a favoured
artist’s formative years, or an ex-student’s family member wanting to buy a piece of their
own relative’s work back.”

However, perhaps not all of the works will be auctioned at the School. It is hoped that
one stand-out item, from renowned artist Jenny Saville – a self-portrait – may be auctioned
separately at an international auction house yet to be announced. “The Saville drawing
really is the jewel of the collection,” admits David. “Obviously we want to raise as much
money for the School and its students as possible and this outstanding piece of art could
bring in a substantial sum of money.”

And, although the sale of these particular items means the collected works will be
dispersed, student artworks will continue to be purchased in the future. “This isn’t the end
of our support of the student Degree Shows,” says David. “Purchasing will go on – the
difference will be that perhaps, rather than trying to be broadly representative, we will do 
so with more of an eye to artworks that will appreciate in value. So, when we hold another
auction in perhaps another 15 years, even more funds will be raised.”

A catalogue will be produced and sponsors of the event are being sought. The works 
will also be available to view on the GSA website nearer the time. ∂

> To find out more about the auction and supporting the GSA by joining FoGSA,
contact Kate Hollands on +44 (0)141 353 4788 or at k.hollands@gsa.ac.uk 

Be a Friend

BECOME A FRIEND OF THE GSA AND RECEIVE ALL OF THESE BENEFITS:
> early access to the Private View of the annual Degree Show 
> 10% discount on all purchases from Miller's Art Shop and 20% discount 

on all purchases over £10 from GSA Enterprises
> external membership of the superb GSA library at 50% of the annual rate
> invitations to Private Views of exhibitions, talks and events
> the chance to participate in day trips and visits to a wide variety of establishments

which often allow access to buildings not normally open to the general public
> an invitation to an exclusive Private View of the Silversmithing and Jewellery

students' sale of work in December.
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1 The Mackintosh Building
2 The Haldane Building

1

BuiLding On

exceLLence
DeveLOping a 21st

century campus

wOrthy Of the GSA

In 2007, the GSA aims to embark on two
projects that will completely re-develop its
Garnethill estate – bringing facilities up to 
a fit-for-purpose state. Flow discovers how
the School aims to build a successful future.

> For more than 150 years The Glasgow School of Art has been one of Scotland’s glories
– culturally, socially and economically. Two projects, the large scale Garnethill campus 
re-development and the Mackintosh Conservation and Access Project, will underline the
GSA’s position as a pre-eminent, international educational establishment.

The £8.5 million Mackintosh Conservation and Access Project will promote the
importance of the GSA’s contribution to the cultural and social life of Glasgow through
increasing access to, and understanding of, the Mackintosh Building, the School’s archives
and as an educational space. The Heritage Lottery Fund has already recognised its
importance with a conditional offer of a grant of £4.446m subject to detailed plans.

The Category A listed building is not only Mackintosh’s largest ever commission but
the only one of his buildings still being used for its original purpose. However, since it first
opened its doors, the building has been developed by subsequent generations – moving it
away from Mackintosh’s original vision.

“The School is still very much recognisable as a Mackintosh design but over sub-
sequent years, due to space requirements, need for modernisation or even to comply with
health and safety legislation, there has been a piecemeal approach to its development,”
explains David Miller, Director of Estates Development.

The project, according to David, will conserve the building’s fabric and restore its
original features, while increasing access to enhance the visitors’ experience and learning.
“At present the amount of tours we can offer visitors is limited, as the building is, and
always will be, a working art school. The project’s solution will not only enhance student
and staff working experiences, but also give a better visitor experience and meet future
visitor demand – which is expected to rise from the current level of 20,000 per year 
to 33,000.”

And with this rise in visitor numbers the spectre of even more congestion in the
already busy entrance and hallways is likely to continue – unless something is done.
“Currently visitors gather in the entrance hall and are conducted in groups of
approximately twenty. The number of visitors can cause considerable congestion in
corridors,” explains David. The solution: the creation of a tour reception area where
visitors will gather and prepare for the tour by viewing interpretive displays. It is planned
that this will be located in a new building opposite Mackintosh’s masterpiece.

“It’s envisaged that visitors will be able to view the whole of the front of the building
in comfort and explore its architecture, construction and history – including the School’s
development to the present day – in the visitor centre,” adds David. Such preparation,
he argues, will reduce time spent in critical locations, while offering visitors a richer
experience.

An integral part of the tour will be to provide access to parts of the building presently
off limits, due to their use as office or administration space.

“The project proposes access to view the original forced air heating and ventilation

BUILDING ON EXCELLENCE8



“IF WE WISH TO REMAIN A WORLD-CLASS INSTITUTION, WE MUST
TAKE URGENT STEPS NOW TO IMPROVE OUR CAMPUS.”
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system – providing an example of Mackintosh’s willingness to absorb and use the new
technologies of the time. It is thought this was the first time that such an early form 
of air conditioning was used as part of a building’s integral design,” he says.

According to Peter Trowles, Curator of Collections, the project also proposes to
allocate space in the basement for a permanent exhibition of Mackintosh furniture.
“An area will also be designated as a temporary exhibition area where collections not
currently available to the public can be seen on a rotational basis,” says Peter.

The return of additional rooms to their original purpose, through the adoption of the
wider estate project, will allow visitors to see key Mackintosh Building apartments for the
first time: including the Director’s Room, the Board Room and possibly the Luncheon
Rooms and Lecture Theatre. Importantly for staff and students, other rooms will be
restored to fit their original purpose, including the magnificent painting studios.

The project will also see the creation of a comprehensive new Research Centre with
archive storage in the basement and sub basement of the Mackintosh Building. The
centre itself will be enhanced to provide dedicated accommodation for improving
research study. “This will allow students, researchers and members of the public much
improved access to the rich history of the GSA. We are actually sitting on a potential
goldmine in terms of research material, 90 per cent of which people don’t know exists.
Once it can be accessed properly, I’m certain it will raise our already excellent research
profile even higher,” Peter explains.

The building will not be the only conserved item. Environmentally controlled storage,
adjacent to the Research Centre, will ensure the archives and collections are held in
proper conditions with easy retrieval access. “We possess one of the largest collections of
Mackintosh drawings and furniture, as well as a world-class textiles collection and a
significant institutional archive of material from 1845 to the present day,” adds Peter.
“It is only right and proper that we take full responsibility for this fabulous material and
preserve it for future generations.”

Central to this project and the wider estate development is the protection of the
students’ right to unencumbered education while the building and conservation work 
is carried out.

“The project will actually improve the visitor and student experience,” confirms Peter.
“Not only will the fabric be closer to the Mackintosh design, but the availability of our
Research Centre and archive materials will be dramatically enhanced. It will be a win-win
situation for everyone – visitors, students, staff, the building and our heritage. It’s a very
exciting project and a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity.”

WORLD CLASS CAMPUS
While undoubtedly the ‘jewel in the crown’, the GSA campus is much more than just the
iconic Mackintosh Building. The proposed Urban Campus Development plan underlines
the institution’s desire to develop a world-class campus in the city centre, possibly the
most significant development since the original Mackintosh building was commissioned
in 1896.

But what is the argument for a new campus? According to Professor Seona Reid, GSA
Director, the new urban campus is vital for the School to achieve its academic vision. “We
are very excited about the whole project,” admits Seona. “For the first time, we are able
to promote a coherent vision for the GSA in which our academic aspirations can be
matched to the space we need to realise them. We’ve looked at how we can optimise
space and radically improve the quality of our accommodation to enhance the experience
for students and staff. We need to create space to house the additional overseas students
who will enable us to internationalise the campus. She adds, “Growth in postgraduate
students, in research and in our eight research centres, is fundamental to our academic
vision but can only happen within an expanded campus. For instance, one of the new
buildings would be purely dedicated to research and to postgraduate study. We did very
well at the last Research Assessment Exercise but we cannot stand still,” she says. “The
new campus will enable us to grow hugely in confidence as an academic community.”

“We want to create a 21st century campus befitting our position as one of the
world's leading art schools.”

The School has built up the case for a new campus by undertaking a series of reports
and surveys. These have found that the inadequacy of the School's current estate is the
greatest risk to its long-term academic and financial sustainability.

BUILDING ON EXCELLENCE 9
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undergraduate level. “The proposed campus will create greater opportunities for academic
and social dialogue, which is central to life at the School.

“The time students spend at the GSA is the time when they form friendships that will
serve them well throughout their lives. The School is a wonderful launch pad for future
careers and the new campus will enable us to establish an even wider international
network of contacts.”

SUPPORT
“In an increasingly competitive global education market, we are failing to keep pace with
the facilities, accommodation, postgraduate academic programmes and research activities
offered by the School’s partners and competitors,” confirms Nick Kuenssberg, Chairman

of the Board of Governors and a leading UK
business leader. “To continue down this road
would be dangerous and could threaten our
future viability,” adds Nick.

“If we wish to remain a world-class
institution, we must take urgent steps now
to improve our campus. There have been
talks about the state of the student campus
since the 1980s, but for the last four years
Seona and her team have been moving the

re-development forward. All constituents, including the Governors, realise that we have to
take a long-term view of the School’s need to grow and the fact that this is our biggest
threat and opportunity.

“Everyone connected with the School shares a vision to establish the UK’s premier
campus for creative education and research in the visual disciplines.”

However, even if the School receives financial backing from the Scottish Funding
Council for these plans, substantial sums still need to be raised, up to £10 million over
the lifetime of the projects, according to Jan McKenzie, the School’s new Campaigns
Director.

FUNDING
“We will be continuing to concentrate on obtaining substantial amounts from charitable
foundations and individuals,” explained Jan, who joined the GSA from The Robert Gordon
University in Aberdeen. “We need to raise approximately £8 million for the urban campus
project and £2 million for the Mackintosh Conservation and Access Project. There is
already great international affection and respect for the Mackintosh Building, so the real
challenge will be to fund the wider estate. We need to get the message across that this
fantastic place of learning requires a fit-for-purpose estate. The poor state of the

Recognising this threat, the GSA commissioned an architectural practice to carry out
an options appraisal. This looked at eight options. They ranged from spending just £18
million to refurbish existing buildings, to a proposed relocation of much of the campus
away from the Garnethill area – outside Glasgow City Centre.

Only one option was seen as acceptable, which seeks to develop an urban campus
with the Mackintosh Building at its heart. New buildings are envisaged clustered around
the Mackintosh Building on the corner of Renfrew Street and Garnet Street. The
remaining two – the Haldane and Barnes buildings – will be sold to help finance the
project.

“If we went for the minimum repair option, it would still cost more than £18.5m 
at today’s prices and leave us with a campus that is not fit-for-purpose,” adds Professor
Allan Walker, Deputy Director and Director
of Academic Development. “It’s our vision to
create the UK’s premier campus for creative
education and research. This will enable the
GSA to build on its outstanding
achievements as Scotland’s leading art
school and on its international reputation.”

Perhaps surprisingly, the only building in
the estate considered still fit for its purpose
is the oldest – the Mackintosh Building.

The current campus also lacks facilities which other higher education institutions
would have as a matter of course: the lack 
of a suitable lecture theatre is a prime example. “The School’s largest lecture theatre is
situated in the Mackintosh Building. It is 100 years old with a capacity of 120 seats – 
all for a student population of more than 1,600,” says Allan.

“It can’t accommodate a year group from the three Schools, a full staff meeting or
external conferences or events.” As a result, the School has to hire the local Glasgow Film
Theatre cinema as a lecture theatre venue every week of the academic year and it too
lacks the facilities necessary.

“A much larger lecture theatre is necessary to accommodate the increasing number 
of students required to attend lectures as part of their academic programme. Seminar
rooms are also an issue – poor quality accommodation and too few of them,” says Allan.

But all of the School’s requirements can be met under this new plan. A space audit
identified a number of opportunities. Not only can the GSA make an efficiency saving 
of 18 per cent of the current campus floor space, but the favoured option will also
provide 17 per cent more room for staff and student facilities.

In terms of the academic life of the GSA, Seona argues that a fundamental role 
of the School is to facilitate discourse between students, at both postgraduate and

“ IN AN INCREASINGLY COMPETITIVE GLOBAL
EDUCATION MARKET, WE ARE FAILING TO
KEEP PACE WITH [OUR] COMPETITORS.”

“PERHAPS SURPRISINGLY, THE ONLY BUILDING IN THE ESTATE CONSIDERED
STILL FIT FOR ITS PURPOSE IS THE OLDEST – THE MACKINTOSH BUILDING.”
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THE FACTS
Over the past four years a series of
independent surveys and reports have
been commissioned to find out the
best and most cost-effective solution
to the situation. This review process,
financed by the Scottish Higher
Education Funding Council (SHEFC),
included:

> Fitness for Purpose report
> Condition Survey
> Space Audit and Space 

Modelling audit
> Options Appraisal
> Financial Appraisal and 

Full Business Case

RMJM, which compiled a review of the
reports and surveys, stated: “The GSA
estate has been assembled over a
number of years in a rather piecemeal
manner with the need for additional
space being met in, what is now, out of
date purpose-made accommodation or
opportunistically created space in
unsuitable Victorian properties some
distance from the campus centre.
RMJM believes that a 21st Century
learning environment for The Glasgow
School of Art will only now be achieved
through a major property
rationalisation and the development of
new state of the art accommodation.”

Garnethill campus is something that I believe many people are not aware of – they tend
to think every building is just as fabulous as the Mackintosh Building. But of course,
they’re not.”

Jan says the search for partners will be take place not only in Scotland, but in London,
North America and Japan. “The Japanese have a terrifically high regard for Charles Rennie
Mackintosh, as do expatriate Scots across the world. It will be my role to help identify
people who may want to make a philanthropic gesture to help benefit the School,
Glasgow and Scotland.”

Jan says that to achieve this goal of £10 million, it will take a number of years of
building on already strong relationships with individuals and organisations. “It won’t be
easy. Many arts and education organisations are currently competing for much needed
funds to establish new campuses and estates – including Kelvingrove Museum.

“However, the School already has significant international links and our board of
Governors are also a fantastic networking resource. Generating this level of funding is
about building close and long-lasting relationships with individuals and organisations. It’s
important to get people involved with the School first and then to receive funding later if
they believe it’s appropriate and once they feel really connected and care about the GSA.
This can take several years from making initial contact,” says Jan.

But what will donors get out of this relationship? “Philanthropy is highly developed in
countries such as the USA and Japan,” says Jan. “A lot of people have contacts or interests
in culture, the arts and organisations of historical significance such as the GSA. Many look
to the UK when supporting such institutions. The GSA has a fantastic opportunity to let
people buy into our vision.”

Jan says the School will acknowledge donors, both large and small, who assist on
these campaigns in some way. “We haven’t decided what form this will take, but as a
creative hot-house, we want to make sure it is innovative and very special.”

Seona concludes that the plans are ambitious but need to be. “I look across the world
at our partner and peer institutions in Europe, USA, China and South East Asia. The level
of investment in high quality environments for learning, teaching and research in those
countries is there for all to see. The GSA now operates in a highly competitive global
environment and if we fail to provide the facilities and accommodation which students
and staff expect and can get elsewhere, our international reputation really is in danger.
If we do invest, we can continue to grow and thrive, enhance our reputation and make 
an even bigger contribution – culturally, socially and economically – to Glasgow, Scotland
and internationally. Now that is worth fighting for!” ∂

> For further updates on the latest news and developments for the Mackintosh
Conservation and Access Project, visit www.gsa.ac.uk/campaign
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1 Alexandros Kyriakides and Gunnar
Petursson, 2nd Year MFA students
in Hikkaduwa, Sri Lanka.
Photo: Lorna Carmichael

2 Clyde Re-Development #12A, part
of a series of works concerning the
redevelopment of the Clyde and 
its landscape.
Patricia Cain

NEWS

Friends of Glasgow School

of Art Degree Show Preview

Would members of FoGSA

please note that the Friends’

Preview at this year’s Degree

Show will start at 6.00pm and

not the usual 5.00pm. Access

will be by the side entrance 

at Dalhousie Street as normal

but there will be no access

to the building before 6.00pm.

Members are still getting early

access to the Show as City

Night will be starting at 7pm.

Jack Cunningham has been

appointed Head of Silver-

smithing and Jewellery. Jack

has worked in the department

for many years and was Acting

Head after Roger Millar retired

in 2004. He will lead the

department on to even 

greater success.

Alice Duncan photographs 

In Issue 6, we mentioned the

sad and untimely death of

one of our students, Alice

Duncan, and that her parents

had set up the Alice Duncan

Travel Prize in her memory.

Alice’s parents have now

published a collection of her

photographs in a book

entitled, simply, Alice Duncan

– Photographs. The book can

be purchased from the

Mackintosh Shop or direct

from Alice’s parents for £20

at 2a North Parade, Banbury

Rd, Oxford 0X2 6LX (please

make cheques payable to

White Bridge Press). It is also

available on Amazon. ISBN

number, 0-9552402-0-4.

Alastair Macdonald

Professor Alastair Macdonald,

Head of Product Design

Engineering, has been

appointed to the post of

Senior Researcher in the

School of Design in

recognition of his outstanding

research achievements.

Patricia Cain is a Fine Artist

undertaking research within

the Mackintosh School of

Architecture, with assistance

from the Horace Goldsmith

Drawing Scholarship. In

November, she won the Royal

College of Physician’s and

Surgeon’s Award at the

Glasgow Royal Institute

Exhibition for a work entitled

Clyde Re-Development #12A.
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Hiscox Workshops

In March, staff of Hiscox

(sponsors of the MFA Degree

Show) participated in an

illuminating workshop project

with artists currently on the

MFA programme. With the

support of the Arts & Business

Scotland New Partners

Programme, students worked

with Hiscox staff on a wide

range of contemporary art

projects and media. Artists and

staff covered a wide selection

of work ranging from printing

and installation, to sculpture

and primitive film techniques.

Congratulations to:

> Karen Simpson, third Year

Silversmithing and Jewellery

student, who won the

prestigious Goldsmiths' 

Young Designer Silversmith

Award 2006.

> The GSA Enterprises

team who won the Scottish

Enterprise Bright Ideas in

Service Award. The award

recognises the tourism

business which has

implemented the most

effective new strategy in order

to raise the level of its service.

Glasgow School of Art

Enterprises Ltd raises money

for the School through its shop

and tours of the Mackintosh

Building. It has continued to

increase turnover through the

successful management of

Commercial Manager, Margaret

Daly. The company and its

directors declared record

figures at the end of the

financial year in March.

> Keigh Taylor, Fraser Weir,

Connel Treble, Barbara

Gordon, Padraig Murphy,

Philip Ross, Roy Shearer,

Product Design Engineering

students, who designed three

awards for the Scottish

Association for Mental Health

(SAMH) for an art competition

held by SAMH in October

2005.

> Product Design

Engineering students Philip

Ross, Martin Izod and Padraig

Murphy, who beat off

competition from every

university in Scotland to win

the top undergraduate prize 

in the Scottish Institute for

Enterprise (SIE) National

Business Plan Competition,

winning £10,000.

Bon Voyage Fraser Ross
In March, the School said farewell to Fraser Ross, who
retired after working in the GSA’s Graphic Design
Department for over 30 years.

Fraser had a knack of speaking his mind, perhaps not
to everyone's taste, but you always knew where you
stood. He had probably forgotten more about type, print
and repro than most people will ever know and the place
will seem empty without him.

Dr George Rawson 
George Rawson, Fine Art Librarian, retired in April after 
29 years at the GSA. George joined the School in 1977
when Ian Monie was Librarian and H Jefferson Barnes 
was Director.

A respected academic in his own right, in retiral
George will continue to work with David Buri, Architecture
Librarian, on research into the student sketchbooks of
Charles Rennie Mackintosh held in the School’s Archive.

Continuing Education
Summer School 2006 promises an even wider range of courses for adults and children. From 3 July – 4 August there 
will be one week, weekend and twilight courses to suit all abilities.

For the first time, The Department of Continuing Education will be working in collaboration with the Centre for
Advanced Textiles to offer a two week course in Integrated Digital Textile Apparel/Product Design. Participants will
conceptualise, create and finish digitally printed garments/products while developing a competitive knowledge of the
latest technologies being employed in the field.

The ever-popular courses, provided for adults during the day and evening and children on a Saturday, will begin again
in October. The brochure for the Autumn to Spring programme will be available in August. For information on these, or
any of the courses, please contact Gordon Webb on +44 (0)141 353 4565 or email g.webb@gsa.ac.uk

Insight Out Learning  
Insight Out Learning, the new academic web-based enterprise learning resource, was successfully launched to the
Scottish Sector at the Lighthouse in March.

The resource, developed by the GSA in partnership with NESTA, Scottish Institute for Enterprise and Grays School of
Art, offers academics four enterprise learning tools that can be embedded in the creative curriculum. This tool kit enables
academic staff to quickly develop enterprise thinking and learning within their curriculum. The resource contains four
models, supported by three graduate’s entrepreneur case studies, self-directed proposal pro forma and curriculum map 
as well as a focused business contact resource.

The aim of the launch was to introduce the academic web-based resource and allow the audience to experience the
material first hand, demonstrating the flexibility and value of the materials and increasing academic awareness as to how
to embed the resource within the curriculum.

MFA department visits Hikkaduwa, Sri Lanka 
In January, Master of Fine art students visited Hikkaduwa, Sri Lanka to assist with preparations for a boat race/carnival
event organised by The Hikkaduwa Area Relief Fund (HARF) (set up after the Tsunami by a group of Sri Lankans and
Europeans directly affected by the disaster). While there, GSA staff also had talks with HARF regarding the School’s
future involvement in the ‘proposed’ development of a Creation Centre. The whole visit was an immensely rewarding
experience for everyone involved and Flow will report on its progress in future issues.

21

Student Experience and Satisfaction Survey 2005 
Since 2004, the GSA has undertaken an annual Student Experience and Satisfaction Survey in order to monitor student
views on the quality of their learning experience and to identify areas for development. This institutional level survey is
intended to compliment the student feedback mechanisms that operate on a local level in Schools, programmes and
departments and enables the School to benchmark its performance against the Higher Education sector across Scotland.
A total of 199 students were interviewed and every effort was made to ensure a representative response from across the
School. Key results included:
> 98.5% think that the GSA has a good reputation for quality – up from 97% in 2004 
> 91% are either very satisfied or satisfied with their overall experience at the GSA 
> 91% would recommend the GSA to prospective students  – up from 86% in 2004 
> 88% were either very satisfied or satisfied with the quality of learning experience at the GSA.
The GSA is already addressing many of the issues highlighted in this year’s Survey.



PDE alumni get it together 

There will be two gatherings

of Product Design Engineering

alumni in June to celebrate 10

years since their graduation.

The events are as follows:

1996 PDE alumni are meeting

up somewhere in Glasgow

(venue tbc) on the evening of

Saturday 17 June. For further

information please contact

Ian Darnell on 07855 303872

or at idarnell@lineone.net

1995 PDE alumni are meeting

at Brel, Ashton Lane in

Glasgow’s West End on

Thursday 15 June at 6pm.

For further information

contact Heather Syme at

h.syme@bigpond.net.au

Where are they now?

The School is trying to find up

to date addresses for the

following alumni so that we

can contact them with regard

to the FoGSA Auction: Suscha

Korte, 1991; Jenny Saville,

1992; Fiona Thomson, 1993;

Bridget Fletcher, 1995; Denise

Findlay, 1996; David Lawson,

1999; Sharon McCahill, 2000;

Verita Findlay (Gwinett) 2000.

If you have any idea how we

can get in touch with them

please contact Kate Hollands

on +44 (0) 141 353 4788 or

at k.hollands@gsa.ac.uk

Scottish roots 

cross the Atlantic 

Peter Hunt (Industrial Design,

1963) hails originally from

Glasgow but now resides in

New Hope, Pennsylvania

where, after a successful

career in package design and

illustration, he now dedicates

his time to oil and landscape

painting. Finding influence in

“the hills, the gentle slopes

and the agricultural heritage”

which remind him so much 

of Perthshire, Peter regularly

exhibits in shows in

Philadelphia, New Jersey and

New York State.

Mhairi Killin (Embroidered &

Woven Textiles, 1990) has

recently had an exhibition at

An Tobar Arts Centre on Mull,

entitled Long Night Moon.

Mhairi’s work is influenced by

archaeology of both a pre-

historic and personal nature.

Creative buzz 

Cath Keay (Sculpture, 1992)

has an exhibition at An Tobar,

Argyll Terrace, Tobermory, Isle

of Mull from 3 August – 30

September. The installation

comprises of models of 1930s

public buildings made in

foundation wax which are

then placed inside working

beehives, allowing the bees 

to determine the final form.

Congratulations to:

> Peter Inglis, Robin Smith

and Nick Lonie, (Product

Design Engineering, 2001),

who were named Creative

Entrepreneurs of the Year, with

their company 4c design.

> Lewis Macintyre, (Graphics,

1997) who triumphed over

tough competition to win the

UK Final of the Monaco Luxe

Pack Design Awards – part of

the international trade fair

dedicated to the design and

packaging of luxury products.

> Kate Cullen, (Dip Arch,

2001) who won a bronze

medal in the Women’s Cycling

Points Race at the Melbourne

Commonwealth Games in

March.

> Sheila Barry (Visual

Communication, 2005) 

who was the youngest

photographer selected for

exhibition in this year’s

Schweppes Photographic

Portrait Awards at the National

Portrait Gallery in London.

> Katie Cuddon, (Ceramics,

2002) who had work in 

The Jerwood Drawing Prize

Exhibition which was on show

in the Mackintosh Gallery in

January. Katie’s drawing,

Mantelpiece Maps, was

awarded second prize in 

the competition.

> Shauna McMullan, (Master

of Fine Art, 1996) who won a

competition to make a

sculpture for the Scottish

Parliament at Holyrood. The

sculpture will celebrate the

contribution of women to

Scottish democracy and will

coincide with the 100 year

anniversary of the Scottish

suffragette movement.

Postal workers rise to cryptic challenge 
Harriet Russell (Visual Communication, 1999) started
sending creatively addressed envelopes through the post 
to her Glasgow address while in the final year of her
degree. These envelopes were addressed in increasingly
puzzling and challenging ways, with addresses hidden in a
word search, in a picture, or even a periodic table, requiring
the postmen to actually work out the address from clues
in a crossword, join the dots or solve anagrams.

A book of the envelopes entitled Envelopes: A puzzling
journey through the Royal Mail has been published by
Random House, New York and is available from
www.amazon.co.uk priced at £8.76.

Beck’s Futures 2006 nominees
Once again, graduates of the GSA made the shortlist for the Beck's Futures Prize. Nominees were Sue Tompkins 
(Master of Fine Art, 1993) and Blood ‘n’ Feathers – the collective practice of Lucy Stein (Painting, 2004) and 
Jo Robertson (Painting, 2003).

Simon Starling wins Turner Prize 2005
Master of Fine Art graduate, Simon Starling, won the prestigious Turner Prize 2005. Simon won the prize after turning 
a wooden shack into a boat, paddling it down the Rhine and rebuilding it again.

Calling 1956 Architecture Alumni
John (Ian) Hepburn (Architecture, 1956) is trying to organise a 50th Anniversary ‘get together’ for his fellow alumni. He 
is trying to make contact with George Christie, Joseph Khan, James Jarvie Macfee, Walter Donald Paterson, William Burns
Peat, Andrew Houston Watson and Phyllis Mary Whitson. If anyone knows how to get in touch with them please give Ian 
a call on +44 (0)141 638 1485.
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2 Crossword puzzle envelope solved
by the postman and delivered to
17 Montague Street.
Harriet Russell

3 Bryan 
Sheila Barry, 2005

1 Shedboatshed 
(Mobile Architecture No.2) 2005.
Wood, dimensions variable.
Installed at Cuttings, Kunstmuseum
Basel, Museum fur
Gegenwartskunst.
Image courtesy of Simon Starling
and the Modern Institute/Toby
Webster Ltd.
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Creative Scotland Awards 2006 
GSA Alumni once again featured in the list of recipients 
of Creative Scotland Awards.

Stephanie Smith and Edward Stewart (Master of Fine
Art, 1993) will use their award for the research,
development and studio-based production of a new body
of 'live' sculptural installations which explore intimacy and
threat and Toby Paterson (Drawing & Painting, 1995)
plans to produce a new body of work developed from an
architecturally focused series of journeys through Eastern
Europe.



Mackintosh Conservation and Access Project  
Now that the School is on the way to receiving final confirmation of 
its Lottery award (highlighted in the last issue of Flow) fundraising for
matching support has begun in earnest. Jan McKenzie joined the staff
early this year in the role of Campaigns Director to manage our
fundraising efforts. Although the campaign is in its early stages we can
already report some significant successes with gifts from the Monument
Trust (£250,000) and the Hugh Fraser Foundation (£300,000).

We will be reporting on progress in future issues of Flow but anyone
interested can sign up to receive the Campaign Newsletter or e-bulletin
by contacting Jan on +44 (0)141 353 4704 or at j.mckenzie@gsa.ac.uk

You will also be able to follow progress on the web by clicking on
www.gsa.ac.uk/campaign

Home Recruitment Events 2006 
Liverpool University 20/21 June
University of Hull 3 July
Rothes Hall, Fife 31 August
Borders Union Showground 4 September 
Dumfries & Galloway, venue tbc 5 September 
University of Dundee 6 September
Napier University 7 – 8 September
University of Aberdeen 11 – 12 September
Park Hotel, Ayr 13 September
Glynhill Hotel, Renfrew 14 September
Beardmore Hotel, Clydebank 15 September
Tramway, Glasgow 18 – 19 September
Time Capsule, Monklands 18 – 19 September
University of Stirling 26 September
Moray, venue tbc 28 September

International Recruitment Events 
USA
NACAC – Pittsburgh 5 – 7 October
Canada
Toronto, Penny Bisset Education Fairs 29 Sep – 1 Oct
China
Education UK Fairs 6 – 29 October
Japan
Education UK Fairs, Osaka: 9 October

Tokyo: 14 – 15 October
Malaysia
Education UK Fairs, Postgraduate Exhibition,
Kuala Lumpur and Penang: Dates to be confirmed
Korea
Education UK Fair, Seoul 28 – 29 October

If any alumni in these areas could offer some time to help out with
translating or talking with prospective students about the GSA, we would
be extremely pleased to hear from you. If you can help, please contact
Jacquie Coyle on +44 (0)141 353 4645 or at j.coyle@gsa.ac.uk

The Creative Futures Fund 
We are pleased to report that £1000 from the GSA’s annual fund – 
The Creative Futures Fund – supported the Architecture students’ trip 
to Pakistan to assist with rebuilding houses destroyed in last year’s
devastating earthquake. On their return, the students said the following
about the experience, “Taking part in this initiative has been highly
formative for all those involved. The experience gained in the initial
stages of fundraising and organisation, all the while balancing this with
our studies, will stand us in good stead for the future. Our experiences
while in Pakistan have given us all a real taste of the rewarding nature 
of working with real communities, along with all the problems and
difficulties that one encounters when trying to encourage people to 
work together for the common good… Many of us who took part in the
expedition hope to return to Pakistan in the near future… The experience
was one that all of us will remember and draw on for many years to
come.”

Thank you to all our annual fund donors for making experiences like
this possible for our students.

Next Generation Fund  
With over £70,000 secured so far this year for Scholarships, we are
nearly on target to have raised £500,000 for scholarships since 2003.
In just three years, the support of alumni, friends, trusts, foundations 
and companies has helped us provide opportunities for students to 
study at the GSA and the recent announcement of a major legacy of
approximately £500,000 will mean more can benefit. However, much
more needs to be done.

Scholarships are essential if the School is to continue to provide
access to students based on talent, potential and ability and your
support can make that difference. If you are interested in supporting 
the Next Generation Fund, please contact either Scott Parsons or 
Kate Hollands.

Remembering the GSA in your Will 
Legacies are a thoughtful way to make a contribution beyond one’s 
own lifetime and, in doing so, there are some practical benefits for 
you and your family. The GSA has recently received a major legacy of
approximately £500,000 which will allow us to provide much needed
scholarships for architecture students and is an excellent example of 
how your support can make a significant contribution for many years.

A number of people have recently made bequests to the School,
ensuring that the School will continue to make a significant cultural,
social and economic contribution now and in the future. Legacies,
large and small, are very important - providing funds to create 
general endowments, scholarships and new buildings or assist with
refurbishments and new initiatives across the School. By leaving a 
legacy to the GSA you will be making a difference for many years 
to come. For more information, please contact Scott Parsons.

Development at the GSA has two aims – to further the School’s reputation
as one of the UK’s pre-eminent creative institutions and to develop and
enhance the School’s relationship with its alumni and friends worldwide.

MArkETing &

dEvE¬OpMEnT 
>YOUR ALUMNI

BENEFITS!
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> Membership of the GSA 

Library at 50% of the usual 

annual charge.

> Invitation to the 

Degree Show.

> Copy of Flow twice a year.

> Assistance with locating

alumni for reunions.

> 10% discount in the

Mackintosh Shop and online.

> Discounts in Millers Art

Shop. To take advantage 

of this offer contact Kate

Hollands who will provide 

you with GSA verification.

Show this at Millers Art Shop 

at the GSA or in Stockwell

Street, Glasgow to receive 

your discount.

For more information contact

the Marketing and

Development team:

> Scott Parsons, Head of

Marketing and Development

on +44 (0)141 353 4698 or at

s.parsons@gsa.ac.uk

> Kate Hollands,

Development Manager –

Alumni and Fundraising on 

+44 (0)141 353 4788 or at

k.hollands@gsa.ac.uk
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If you would like to advertise in Flow,
please contact Kate Hollands on +44 (0)141 353 4788 
or at k.hollands@gsa.ac.uk

Donors and
Sponsors 

> Individuals
Mr Roger Ackling
Mr Kenneth Adams
Mr Malcolm Allan
Ms Sandi Anderson
Dr Chloe Aridjis
Ms Karen Armstrong
Mr & Mrs Ian and Sheena
Ballantyne
Miss Jenny Barraclough
Mrs Juli Beattie
Mrs Jozien Black-Stam
Mrs Ailsa Blair
Dr and Mr Nan and 
Donald Blair
Mrs Kirsty Bowie
Mr William Bowie
Mrs Marion Brodie
Mr Anthony Brooke
Dr & Mrs Donald and 
Anthea Brown
Lady Nancy Brown
Mr James Bruce
Dr Elizabeth Bryan and 
Mr Ronald Higgins
Mrs Lydia Burnet
Mrs Alice Byrnes
Mrs Janet Cameron
Dr Helen Cargill-Thompson
Mr Stephen J Carruthers
Reverend Christopher Carson
Mrs Helen Clark
Mr and Mrs Stephen and
Alison Cobb
Mrs Felicity Cooper
Ms Gina Cowen
Mrs Dorothy Crawford
Mrs Margaret Crosbie
Mr & Mrs John and Nina
Darnton
Mr Alexander Dawson
Ms Winnie De’Ath
Ms Violet Denholm
Mr Chris Doak
Mr Scott Doran
Ms Audrey Douglas
Mr James Douglas
Ms Patricia Douglas
Ms Roberta Doyle
Mrs Felicity Duncan
The estate of Mrs Louise
Marjorie Eglin
Professor Mike Faber
Miss Eleanor Fazan
Ms Liz Findlay
Mrs Jean Flemming
Sir John Forman
Mr John Forrest
Mr Clark Fyfe
Mr Timothy Gardam
Ms Celia Gilbert
Mr Mark Gilbert
Mr and Mrs Roger and 
Susan Graef
Mr Mark Greer
Mrs Ellen Gregory
Mrs Sharsi Guppy
Ms Christine Hamilton
Mr & Mrs James and Phyllis
Hamilton
Mrs Valerie Hamilton
Mr Cliff Hanley
Ms Antoinette Harper
Ms Tamara Hedderwick
Mrs Carol Hewitt
Revs H and R Hingley
Mr Adam Hochschild

Mr & Mrs Tony and Deborah
Honore
The Late Mr R C Hopkins
Mr Paul Isenman
Mr Peter Jay
Mrs Eileen Johnson
Mr Kenneth Johnston
Mr & Mrs Frank and Kathleen
Kean
Mr Robert Kelsey
The Baroness Helena Kennedy
of The Shaws QC
Mrs Eileen Kesson
Mrs Lucilla Kingsbury Joll
Mrs Jean Kirkpatrick
Mr Andrew Knight
Mr Nick Kuenssberg
Mr Stephen Lambert and 
Ms Jenni Russell
Mr Fred D Lang
Steven, Laurie and Jane
Langdon Gray
Ms Patricia Langton
Ms Michal Levin
Mr Alister MacCallum
Mr Alisdair Macdonald
Ms Janet Mackay
The Late Mr Robert Ogilvie
MacKenna
Mrs Elise Macrae
Ms Kati Marton
Miss Veronica Matthew
Mr Alexander McGill
Mrs Sonja McKay
Miss Catherine McPhail
Mrs Joan Milroy
Professor & Mrs Richard and
Marianne Moxon
Drs Oswyn and Penny Murray
Mrs Elizabeth Myerscough
Mr Lyn Nelson
Ms Jenni Nicholson
Mr David Palmer
Ms Imogen Parker
Mr Scott Parsons
Mrs Hannah Paterson
Mrs Rosamunde Pilcher
Mrs Margaret Pollok
Ms Elaine Price
Dr Kay Redfield Jamison
Mr Philip Reeves
Mr David Richards
Ms Pauline Roberts
Mr Henry Rogaly
Mr Samuel Sankar
Mr Ted Schweitzer
Mrs Patricia Sharp
Mrs Christine Shaw
Mr Fred Shedden
Colonel David Sherret
Mr Brian Shirley and 
Ms Jacky Brayton
Mr John Skinner
Dr Simon Street
Mrs Rosanna Taylor
Mr Derek Thorburn
Mr Simon Usher
Ms Mary Venturini
Mr Peter C Warden
Mrs Mary Wardlaw
Mr Richard Weaver
Mrs Caroline Weeks
Mrs Williamina Weir
Ms Ulrike Wilke
Mr Raymond Williamson
Mr Paul Wingate

Mr and Mrs J and P E
Woodhead
Ms Ngaire Woods
Mr Alastair Worden

> Trusts &
Foundations
American Friends of
Glasgow School of Art
Buchanan and Ewing
Bequests
Cruden Foundation Ltd
Friends of Glasgow School 
of Art
Heritage Lottery Fund
Incorporation of 
Bonnetmakers and Dyers
Incorporation of
Hammermen
Incorporation of Skinners
Incorporation of Tailors
Incorporation of Weavers
Mary Andrew 
Charitable Trust
Miller’s the City Art Shop
The AMW Charitable Trust
The Bellahouston 
Bequest Fund
The DWT Cargill Fund
The Hugh Fraser
Foundation
Mrs J B S Murray’s
Charitable Trust
The Gillian Purvis Trust
The Hope Scott Trust
The Hugh Fraser
Foundation
The James Wood Bequest
The John Mather
Charitable Trust
The Leverhulme Trust
The Monument Trust
The Robertson 
Scholarship Trust
The Tay Charitable Trust
The Alma & Leslie Wolfson
Charitable Trust
W M Mann Foundation

> Companies
Artstore
Beith Printing
Ceramic Tile Distributors
City Inn
Clydesdale Bank
DLA Piper Rudnick Gray
Cary
Dog Digital Ltd
Forbo Nairn
Glasgow School of Art
Enterprises Ltd
Grass
Highland Spring Ltd
Hiscox
Howard Smith Paper
Keppie Design Ltd
Macfarlane Packaging
Mandors
Standard Life Bank
Third Eye Design
Vladivar Foundation

Six anonymous donors

MACKINTOSH

FESTIVAL
The Glasgow Mackintosh Festival offers a chance to
experience the legend that is Charles Rennie Mackintosh, the
world-renowned architect, designer and artist, in his home
city. Mackintosh, 1868 – 1928, is considered one of the most
creative figures of the early 20th century. The festival
celebrates Charles Rennie Mackintosh throughout 2006 and
GSA highlights include:

TOURS OF THE MACKINTOSH BUILDING
1 April – 30 September
Daily at 10.30am, 11.00am, 11.30am, 1.30pm,
2.00pm and 2.30pm

ILLUSTRATED TALK + BOOK LAUNCH
Saturday 19 August 10.30am – 3.30pm 
Monsieur Mackintosh by Robin Crichton
Free: Mackintosh Lecture Theatre
Launch and illustrated talk by the author of a new book on the
travels and paintings of Charles Rennie Mackintosh.

EXHIBITION 
19 August – 30 September Mackintosh Gallery
Speculations on an Architectural Language:
Charles Rennie Mackintosh’s Architectural Drawings
These rarely exhibited drawings trace the evolution of
Mackintosh's architectural language. The drawings will chart the
development of this language in his visionary building for The
Glasgow School of Art.

MACKINTOSH DRAWING STUDY COURSE
21 – 25 August 
A unique and exciting Mackintosh-themed study course
includes art classes in original Mackintosh studios, a series of
lectures and tours by Mackintosh experts and a drawing trip to
Hill House in Helensburgh.
24 Places £350.00

PRODUCTS
For the first time in Glasgow we present a range of products
based on the designs of one of the most powerful artists'
collectives – the Weiner Werkstatte, a group of like-minded
artists with strong links to Charles Rennie Mackintosh.
Books, DVD’s, covered notebooks,
cushions, table runners and 
much, much more...

The Glasgow School 
of Art Enterprises Ltd.
Tel +44 (0)141 353 4580
mackintoshfestival@gsa.ac.uk



17 – 24 June 

Degree Show 

All Departments

The Glasgow School of Art

Degree Show is one of the

most significant art events in

the city. This annual exhibition

of final year work from Fine

Art, Architecture and Design

can be seen in all areas of the

School. The Hiscox/MFA 

Degree Show will exhibit 

at Tramway, 25 Albert Drive,

Glasgow G41 2PE. The Digital

Design Studio will exhibit at

the Centre for Contemporary

Arts, adjacent to the GSA.

This year’s Degree Show is 

to be sponsored by DLA Piper,

solicitors. City Night will be

sponsored by Vladivar

Foundation, Highland Spring,

City Inn, Dog Digital Ltd,

Macfarlane Group, The Mary

Andrew Charitable Trust and

The James Wood Bequest. The

GSA would like to thank them,

in advance, for their invaluable

support.

For details of opening times

contact +44 (0)141 353 4500

or go to

www.gsa.ac.uk/degreeshow

July 2006

Terra Nova III

Mackintosh Gallery

Terra Nova III provides an

excellent opportunity to

revisit some of the best

Degree Show work by this

year's graduating students

from the School of Fine Art.

11 July – 18 August

Going Places

Atrium Gallery

The multi-disciplinary results

of a project exploring mobility.

First Year Design students in

The Glasgow School of Art

and their colleagues in our

partner institution, The Central

Academy of Fine Art, Beijing,

have produced this cross-

cultural investigation of travel.

6 – 23 September

Distant Voices

Atrium Gallery

The first public show by

students on the BA(Hons)

Ceramics, part-time

programme. The programme is

unique within Europe and is

attracting students from a

wide range of backgrounds

and nationalities. The theme

of the exhibition will be

developed during the

Residential School in April and

the students then continue

the work ‘at home’.

5 – 28 October

Jimmy Stephen-Cran (tbc)

Atrium Gallery

An exhibition of work from

GSA alumnus and Head of the

Department of Textiles, Jimmy

Stephen-Cran.

2 November

FoGSA Auction

Mackintosh Gallery

See article on page 7 for

further details.

8 – 11 November

Crafting Community (tbc)

Atrium Gallery

Workshop and exhibition

exploring relationships

between memory, narrative,

communication and design

through the history and use 

of craft and handicraft skills.

Thursday 26 October

Open Day 2006 

Applicant Advisory 

Days at the GSA

24 – 25 November 06

26 – 27 January 07

23 – 24 February 07

For further information on

Open Day and Applicant

Advisory Days contact Jacquie

Coyle on +44 (0)141 353 4645

or at j.coyle@gsa.ac.uk 
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MackinTOsh

Festival 

1 April – 30 September 

An extended programme of

guided tours will take visitors

through the Mackintosh

Gallery and Furniture museum

to finish in one of CRM’s most

celebrated interiors – the

Mackintosh Library. Along the

way our guides will explain

the planned programme of

restoration of the original

Mackintosh furniture.

19 August

Illustrated Talk and Book

Launch: Monsieur Mackintosh

by Robin Crichton

Mackintosh Gallery

Launch and illustrated talk by

the author of a new book on

the travels and paintings of

Charles Rennie Mackintosh.

Free.

19 August – 30 September

Speculations on an

architectural language:

Charles Rennie Mackintosh’s

architectural drawings 

Mackintosh Gallery

These rarely exhibited

drawings, made for

competitions and unfinished

projects, trace the evolution 

of Mackintosh’s architectural

language. They record its first

authoritative expression in his

visionary building for The

Glasgow School of Art, trace

its intimately scaled

refinement in early houses

and tearooms and document

exploratory adaptations of

that intensely personal

vocabulary made in response

to the demands of more

monumental and prescriptive

building types.

21 – 25 August 

A dedicated Mackintosh-

themed study course is

planned as part of our

Continuing Education Summer

programme, with art classes

and a series of public lectures

with speakers from across the

city’s Mackintosh community.

For further information on

events, venues, dates and

times contact Margaret Daly

on +44 (0)141 353

4580/4526 or at

m.daly@gsa.ac.uk

The Mackintosh Marketing

Project is funded by the

European Regional

Development Fund, Scottish

Enterprise Glasgow and

Glasgow City Council

Contact Information:

Atrium Gallery

For further information 

please contact Steph Black 

on +44 (0)141 353 4472 

or email st.black@gsa.ac.uk

at the Design Office, The

Glasgow School of Art.

Mackintosh Gallery and

Newbery Gallery

For press images and further

information about opening

times and exhibitions please

contact Kathy Chambers on 

+44 (0)141 353 4525 

or email k.chambers@gsa.ac.uk

or Gráinne Rice on 

+44 (0)141 353 4538 

or email g.rice@gsa.ac.uk

Podium Gallery

For further information about

exhibitions and opening times

please contact Simon

Chadwick on 

+44 (0)141 353 4642 

or email s.chadwick@gsa.ac.uk

For details of shows up until

November 2006, please

contact the relevant gallery.

Events
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1 Image courtesy of The Glasgow 
School of Art Collection.


